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Libuse Duskova 

O. The present paper is a contribution to a more extensive study concerned with 
interlingual constancy of clause elements.! The study was undertaken on the assumption 
that syntactic structure is hierarchically subordinate to the information structure 
(functional sentence perspective, FSP henceforth) insofar as the latter is governed by the 
principle of end focus, which is assigned universal validity. The languages under study, 
English and Czech, qualify as suitable samples on the ground of representing different 
language types, analytic vs. synthetic inflecting, respectively, with different hierarchies 
of the word order principles: whereas English word order primarily serves to indicate 
grammatical functions, the primary word order principle in Czech is compliance with 
the basic distribution of communicative dynamism, i.e. presenting the information 
structure according to the gradual increase in the information load (communicative 
dynamism) with the focal element (the rheme) at the end.2 Given the general validity of 
the principle of end focus (final position of the rheme), the two languages may thus be 
expected to display some instances of the same ordering of corresponding lexical items 
(semantic elements), but construed in different syntactic structures where mere 
reordering of the sentence components is not feasible in English. The limitation to some 
instances has to be made with respect to the fairly common occurrence in English of 
thematic elements after the rheme (cf. Duskova 1999b). 

0.1 The first clause element studied with a view to ascertaining its degree of 
interlingual constancy was the subject (cf. Duskova 2003). Commencing the study with 
this clause element was motivated by notable differences between the two languages as 
regards its syntactic and FSP features. While the English subject, as a result of the 
grammatical function of word order, is largely confined to initial or preverbal position, 
and is hence prevalently thematic, the beginning of the sentence being the position of 
the theme, the Czech subject can occur at any place in the sentence according to its 

I For interlingual constancy on the level of word classes, see KLEGR (1996). One of the aspects dealt with in 
his monograph, which addresses the noun, concerns the non-correspondences between Czech nouns and 
their English equivalents in syntactic function, among them the syntactic correlates of the Czech adverbial 
(pp. 106-114). 

2 For the FSP concepts employed in the present study, see FIRBAS (1992). 
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degree of communicative dynamism, not excepting the final position. Consequently, 
rhematic subjects are more frequent in Czech than in English (cf. Duskovli 1986). The 
initial study was thus prompted by the assumption that Czech rhematic subjects in final 
position might correspond to English final rhematic elements syntactically consistent 
with the postverbal position, viz. objects, adverbials or other complements of the verb, 
and this assumption was largely confirmed. 

0.2 In the case of adverbials the situation is different. Being largely mobile also in 
English, they are disposed to occupy positions according to their degree of communicative 
dynamism in both languages. However, as regards English, this applies only to adverbials 
of certain semantic roles, while others, notably temporal and partly locative, tend to favour 
customary word order arrangements subsumable under grammatical ordering, which may 
deviate from the gradual increase in communicative dynamism. Moreover, linearity alone 
does not constitute the functional sentence perspective, but has to be considered in 
connection with the other FSP factors, semantic structure, contextual boundness (context 
dependence) and intonation (in speech). All this suggests a different, more intricate pattern 
of correspondences and divergences involving additional factors and perhaps excluding 
some which play a role in the case of the subject. 

1. The present study is confined to adverbials realized by adverbs, noun phrases and 
prepositional phrases. Clausal and nonfinite verb forms of realization were excluded on the 
ground of presenting essentially different problems calling for separate treatment. The only 
exception was made in the case of the rare occurrence of these forms as translation 
counterparts of adverbials realized by adverbs, nouns or prepositional phrases in the 
original texts. Furthermore, the aim of the present study ruled out the inclusion of sentence 
modifiers as elements standing outside the syntactic relations established within the 
sentence. Accordingly, the adverbials under study comprise only elements integrated into 
the syntactic structure of the sentence (referred to as adjuncts and subjuncts in Quirk et al. 
1985: 504-612; circumstance adverbials and adverbs modifying adjectives and other 
adverbs in Biber et al. 1999: 544-556; cf. also Huddleston and Pullum 2002, Chapter 8). 

The procedure adopted was the same as in the study of the subject so that comparable 
results might be obtained. Eight parallel texts, two English and two Czech originals + their 
translations in the other language (see Sources) were excerpted for both corresponding and 
divergent adverbials until the number of divergent adverbials in each of the original texts 
reached fifty. The number of corresponding adverbials needed for the fifty divergent 
instances served as the measure of constancy. In this way a sample of 200 examples was 
obtained, 100 divergent instances in the English-Czech direction and 100 in the Czech
English.3 With a view to the aim of the study, care was taken to base the data only on 
examples whose lexical elements had equivalent counterparts in the other language, i.e. 
instances of free translation were left out of account. 

3 The data for the Czech-English part were collected in two seminar papers supervised by the present writer: 
VLADIMIRA KOUBOVA, "Vetneclenska konstantnost pi'islovecneho urceni mezi cestinou a anglictinou" 
(Syn!actic constancy of adverbials between English and Czech), Department of English and American 
Studies, Charles University, Prague 2002; JANA KOMARKovA, "Constancy of Syntactic Function", 
Department of English and American Studies, Charles University, Prague 2000. 
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The counting of instances with adverbial function in both languages raised a number 
of questions whose solution had to be applied consistently in order to ensure identical 
treatment of analogous data. To begin with, only those adverbials were counted which 
had a counterpart in the other language, i.e. untranslated adverbials, as well as adverbials 
added in the translations were disregarded. Integrated adverbials included in the count 
comprised not only those functioning as clause elements but also those occurring within 
the structure of phrases as modifiers or intensifiers, e.g. gratuitously spiteful, ff.a odd. 
Coordinated adverbials were counted as one instance, e.g. with the permission and 
advice. In general, the corresponding adverbials included in the count had the same 
semantic role, except a few instances, e.g. She now asked a question. (F, p. 52) Jenom se 
na neco zeptala (,2, p. 52). In the case of borderline instances between adverbials and 
other clause elements, notably objects and postmodification, the usual criteria were 
applied (the question test, passivization, word order rearrangement). Even so, some 
instances remained indeterminate. For the procedure adopted in the case of adverbs 
homonymous with particles constituting components of phrasal verbs, see 2.4. 

A special problem was presented by clusters of adverbial expressions in regard to 
whether each adverbial should be counted separately or not. This was the case in 
sentences containing more than one temporal and/or locative expression, such as It fell 
about her knees to the ground (J, p. 29), counted as two adverbials (about her knees 
direction, to the ground ultimate location). On the other hand, the temporal expressions 
in instances like It was beached as usual at the bottom of Tanner's Lane at five o'clock 
yesterday afternoon (J, p. 32) were regarded as one adverbial since the time when is 
successively specified by all three components, in a way resembling restrictive 
modification. 

The results of the count are presented in the Tables below. 

Table 1 English counterparts of Czech integrated adverbials 

Kundera Zert (Kl) Kundera NLB (K2) total 

abs. % abs. % abs. % 

adverbials 579 92.1 1129 95.8 1708 93.95 

non-adverbial 
counterparts 50 7.9 50 4.2 100 6.05 

total 629 100.0 1179 100.0 1808 100.00 

Table 2 Czech counterparts of English integrated adverbials 

Fowles (F) P.D. lames (1) total 

abs. % abs. % abs. % 

adverbials 644 92.8 754 93.8 1398 93.3 

non-adverbial 
counterparts 50 7.2 50 6.2 100 6.7 

total 694 100.0 804 100.0 1498 100.0 
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Three of the four samples show a comparable degree of adverbial constancy, two in 
the English-Czech direction (92.8 and 93.8) and one (K1) in the Czech-English 
direction, (92.1). The higher adverbial constancy in sample K2 (95.8) is probably due 
to differences in the analytic procedures, texts K1 and K2 having been analysed by two 
different students (see Note 3). Significant differences in the author's language and/or 
the translating procedure are not likely because the two texts were written by the same 
author and translated by the same translator. 

As compared with the constancy of the subject, adverbial constancy appears to be 
lower: 93.95% in the Czech-English direction and 93.3% in the English-Czech 
direction, whereas the constancy of the subject was found to be 95.65% and 96.15%, 
respectively (cf. Duskova 2003).4 Although this difference plays a role with respect to 
the two clause elements in question, it appears insignicant in view of the typological 
distinctions between English and Czech, since both the constancy of the subject and 
that of the adverbial are found to be very high. This is to be attributed to the 
appurtenance of both languages to the lndo-European language family, which 
conduces to a basically identical word class system and syntactic structure. 

2. The lower degree of adverbial constancy as compared with the subject appears to 
reject the assumption that the greater freedom in the placement of English adverbials 
may counteract syntactic divergence. However, an explanation will follow from the 
discussion of Tables 3 and 4, which list and classify the divergent counterparts. 

Table 3 Divergent syntactic counterparts of Czech integrated adverbials 

Kl K2 total 

abs. % abs .. % abs. % 

subject 6 , 12.0 12 24.0 18 18.0 

object 25 50.0 19 38.0 44 44.0 

premodifier 8 16.0 15 30.0 23 23.0 

postmodifier 2 4.0 - - 2 2.0 

inclusion in the verb 3 6.0 2 4.0 5 5.0 

verb 1 2.0 - - 1 1.0 

subject complement 4 8.0 1 2.0 5 5.0 

other 1 2.0 1 2.0 2 2.0 

total 50 100.0 50 100.0 100 100.0 

When compared with analogous data obtained for the subject (presented in Duskova 
2003), Tables 3 and 4 suggest that the factors contributing to the lower syntactic 
constancy of the adverbial are to be sought in the representation of the premodifier in 
the Czech-English direction (Table 3) and in the group 'inclusion in the verb' in the 

4 KLEGR' s data for syntactic constancy between Czech adverbials and their English counterparts (1996, 
p. 107), which are based on realization forms containing a noun, show an even lower percentage, viz. 82.4. 
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Table 4 Divergent syntactic counterparts of English integrated adverbials 

Fowles P.D.James total 

abs. % abs. % abs. % 

subject 8 16.0 18 36.0 26 26.0 

object 11 22.0 9 18.0 20 20.0 

premodifier 5 10.0 10 20.0 15 15.0 

postmodifier 3 6.0 - - 3 3.0 

inclusion in the verb 18 36.0 11 22.0 29 29.0 

verb 3 6.0 I 2.0 4 4.0 

other 2 4.0 1 2.0 3 3.0 

total 50 100.0 50 100.0 50 100.0 

English-Czech direction (Table 4). Whereas here these two categories rank high on the 
freqency scale (the premodifier as the second with 23% and inclusion in verbal 
meaning as the first with 29%), in the case of the subject these correspondences are 
lacking. More insight into the causes of the differences will be gained from 
a discussion of the particular divergent counterparts. 

2.1 Starting with the most frequent divergent syntactic counterpart in the Czech-English 
direction, the object (44%), we largely find what appears to be a purely superficial change 
consisting in different verbal government, but in fact reflects the basically different 
character of the Czech and the English verb: whereas Czech has an intransitive verb 
followed by an adverbial, English displays a transitive verb with object complementation. 
The change is illustrated by example (1), other instances of this kind being ode}it z Prahy 
[leave from Prague] > leave Prague, ode}ft od nekoho [leave from somebody] > leave 
somebody, vstoupila do mlhy [she-entered into mist] > she entered a mist, hladit (nekoho) 
po hlave [stroke (somebody) on head] > stroke (somebody's) head, nasednout do vlaku 
[board into train] > board the train, telefonovat do nemocnice [telephone into hospital] > 
ring up the hospital, bytlpotulovat se na ulici [be/roam in street] > roam the streets, chytit 
(nekoho) za ruku [seize (somebody) by hand] > seize (somebody's) hand, and the like. 

1. Stoupali jsme po uzkem schodisti. Kl, p. 14 
[We-climbed on narrow staircase]5 
We climbed a narrow staircase. HI, p. 4 

As shown by the example, both the Czech adverbial and the English object occur in 
final position, with the FSP function of rheme. The syntactic divergence is not due to 
FSP, but neither does it have any effect on FSP, the two syntactic structures displaying 
analogous (basic) distribution of communicative dynamism with the theme at the 
beginning and the rheme at the end. 

Among instances of this kind we also find word order arrangements, fairly common in 
English, with a thematic element following the rhematic object, due to the grammatical 

5 Czech examples are provided with word-for-word translations for the sake of readers unfamiliar with 
Czech. 
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principle; here the FSP function of the last element is indicated by its anaphoric nature sig
nalling context dependence. Compare the Czech and English word order in exx (2) and (3). 

2. A pakjsem se k nemu otocil zady. Kl, p. 11 
[And then /auxiliary/ /reflexive particle/ to him turned bac~nstrumental] 
... turning my back on it. HI, p. 2 

3. Bylajsem u neho celou hodinu. Kl, p. 28 
[I-was /auxiliary/ with him whole hour] 
I spent a full hour with him. HI, p. 18. 

However, these instances do not affect the correspondence in FSP between the 
Czech adverbial and the English object: they merely demonstrate the primary function 
of the grammatical principle in English. 

In the English-Czech direction the correspondence between adverbials and objects 
ranks third on the frequency scale (20%), i.e. it is by more than a half less frequent than 
in the opposite direction. The emerging patterns are less clearcut, some of the examples 
being individual solutions allowing no generalizations. The correspondence was also 
more difficult to determine since the borderline between objects and adverbials is 
sometimes indeterminate. 

Two types of correspondence beween English adverbials and Czech objects account 
for a half of the examples. The first again represents differences in verbal government, 
cf. ex (4): 

4. not a single servant had been sent on his, or her ( ... ) way. F, p. 52 
ani jeden sluha nebo sluzka nedostal nebo nedostala (oo.) vypoved'. Z, p. 51 
[not-even one man-servant or maid-servant got ... notice] 

The second type involves different expression of the possessive relationship: 
a prepositional phrase introduced by with in English against the Czech verb mit 'have' 
with object complementation, cf. ex (5). 

5. But now, with luck, it was promising to be quite an exciting holiday. J, p. 18 
kdyz bude mit sti'~sti, zazije dovolenou pekne vzrusujici. N, p. 221 
[when he-will have luck ... ] 

The correspondences found in the remaining examples of this group derive from 
a more or less inexact lexical equivalent of the headword and occur only once or twice. 
Compare ex (6): 

6. along the half-mile that runs round a gentle bay to the Cobb proper. F, p.58 
po stezce dlouhe asi pul mile, kteni sleduje melkou z:itoku az k Valu. Z, p. 57 
[oo. which follows shallow bay as-far-as to Cobb] 

As regards the functional sentence perspective, the divergent syntactic counterparts 
have the same FSP function as the adverbials in the original, but again the linear order 
may differ in the placement of another element (a thematic element at the end in 
English). Compare the analogous word order in the foregoing examples (4)-(6) with the 
order of elements in (7): 
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7. Miss Sarah was present at this conversation. F, p. 52 
Slecna Sarah byla te rozmluve pi'itomna. Z, p. 52 
[Miss Sarah was thatdative conversationdative present] 



Evidently what has been said about the role of FSP in the case of the correspondence 
adverbial> object in the Czech-English direction applies here as well. 

2.2 Counterparts of adverbials construed as premodifiers rank second in the Czech
English direction (23%, see Table 3) and fourth in the English-Czech direction (15%, 
see Table 4) on the frequency scale. The 5 instances of postmodification will also be 
considered to complete the picture. The correspondence between a Czech adverbial 
and an English premodifier predominantly displays the following pattern: 

S. a) A mirne pootocila kfeslo. Kl, p. 17 
[And gently she-turned chair] 
She gave the chair a gentle turn. HI, p. S 

b) Pakjsme si chvili povidali. Kl, p. 15 
[Then /auxiliary/ /reflexive particle/ whilenoun we-chatted] 
Then we had a short chat. HI, p. 5 

c) Pohledl na mne dotcene. Kl, p. 13 
[He-looked at me affrontedly] 
He gave me an irritated look. HI, p. 3 

The Czech structure contains an adverbial modifying the verb, whereas the English 
construction is verbonominal: the verb is dissociated into the categorial and 
notional component, with the latter, an action noun, construed as the object. As 
a result, the modifier assumes the form and function consistent with a noun head. 
From the FSP point of view, the three examples listed under (S) are illustrative in 
showing the inflexibity of the English construction in comparison with the 
variability in Czech. Admittedly, even English can achieve parallel indication of the 
FSP structure by resorting to the verbal costruction, but either the translator is not 
aware of the subtle distinctions signalled by the variations in the Czech word order, 
or the verbonominal construction is such an obvious counterpart as to be employed 
almost automatically. 

All three examples listed under (S) display the usual Czech FSP structure with the 
rheme at the end. From the aspect of the order of the other elements, a perfectly fitting 
counterpart is provided in (S) b. In (S) a. the FSP of the English sentence differs from 
the Czech original: in the latter the rheme is the chair, in the former a gentle turn. In 
(S) c. a more common linear arrangement in Czech would be Dotcene na mne pohtedl 
[Affrontedly at me he-looked]. However, wherever the manner adjunct is placed, 
thanks to its almost general context-independence it is more dynamic than the verb 
(cf. Firbas 1992: 53), hence both Czech configurations basically display the same FSP 
structure, even though a manner adverbial in the final position is more dynamic than at 
the beginning. The FSP structure of the English verbonominal constructions is 
remarkably similar in that the lexical counterparts of the Czech verb and adverbial, the 
English object action noun and its adjectival modifier, occur at the end with the FSP 
function of rheme, within which the modifier is more dynamic than the head noun (see 
Firbas 1992: S4 for the FSP of the noun phrase). Nevertheless, the motivation of this 
syntactic divergence can be attributed to FSP only partly as the verbonominal 
construction primarily serves as a means of aktionsart (singling out one act of verbal 
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action as against its unsegmented presentation by the verbal predication) and of 
facilitating modification and quantification where the verb does not lend itself to these 
processes easily. 

Other examples of this correspondence obtained from the two sources, with 
different positions of the Czech adverbial, are Hlasite se rozesmdla [loudly !reflexive 
particle! she-began-Iaugh] > She burst into loud laughter, lekla se najednou [she
scared !reflexive particle! suddenly] > she had a sudden scare, odchdzela casta na 
zdchod [she-left often to toilet] > she made frequent trips to the toilet, smdly se uplne 
stejnym smichem [they-laughed !reflexive particle! completely sameinstrumental 
laughinstrumental] > they laughed the same laugh, nekterd udelala drep spatne [one did 
kneebend badly] > one of us did a bad kneebend, nekolikrdt telefonoval [several-times 
he-called] > he made several telephone calls and the like. 

In the English-Czech direction the correspondence between adverbials and 
premodifiers is less frequent (15%). It again displays one predominant distinct pattern 
due to a different headword. The correspondence is illustrated by ex (9). 

9. Maurice was always very odd and secretive, of course. J, p. 30 
Maurice byl vZdycky velky podivin a tajnustkar. N, p. 232 
[Maurice was always great eccentricnoun and secretivenoun] 

Unlike the original, in which the adverbial intensifies predicative adjectives, the 
translation employs copular predication with predicative nouns modified by an 
adjectival modifier, i.e. the lexical content of the subject complement is preserved, 
albeit in a different surface form. 

English adverbials reflected in Czech adjectival premodifiers were found as 
components of different syntactic functions, cf. exx (10) and (11). 

10. The servants were permitted to hold evening prayers in the kitchen, under 
Mrs Fairley's eye and briskly wooden voice. F, p. 54 
Sluzebnictvu se dovolovalo odbyvat vecerni modlitby v kuchyni za 
lhostejneho dozoru pani Fairleyove a ph zvuku jejiho usecneho neohebneho 
hlasu. Z, p.53 
[ ... by sound {her brisk wooden voice} genitive] 

11. But alas, what she had thus taught herself had been very largely vitiated by 
what she had been taught. F, 50 
Ale nanestesti to, co se sama naucila bylo do znacne miry pokazeno tim, co 
ji ucili. Z, p. 49 
[ ... was to large extent vitiated ... ] 

Other examples of this type are we are very worried> mdm velkou starost [I-have great 
worry], the style is completely bogus> ten styl, to je vysloveny humbug [that style, it is 
utter humbug], its highly fossiliferous nature> jeho mimorddnd vhodnost k uchovdni 
otisku [its extraordinary suitability to preservation imprintsgenitive] and others. 

In all these instances the syntactic divergence involves only the internal structure 
of a clause element, not a divergence in a clause element as such. As regards the FSP, 
the FSP function of both the English and the Czech construction is subject to the FSP 
function of the headword, within whose distributional subfield the component 
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adverbial+adjective in English / adjective+noun in Czech displays parallel distri
bution of communicative dynamism. 

As regards adverbials reflected in postmodification (2 instances in the Czech
English direction and 3 in the opposite direction), the correspondence was difficult to 
determine owing to the ambiguity of certain syntactic positions, in particular the 
position after the object, which may be occupied, besides postmodifying structures 
with the object as head, by two separate clause elements, adverbial or object 
complement. Here the boundary especially between adverbials and postmodification 
sometimes remains indeterminate as a result of their gradient nature. Cf. ex (12), 
which allows two or more interpretations, largely depending on extralinguistic 
factors. 

12. she seemed to forget Mrs Poulteney's presence, as if she saw Christ on the 
Cross before her. F, p. 54 
... jako by videla Krista pi'ed sebou na ki'izi. Z, p. 53 
[ ... as if she-saw Christ before her on cross] 

The most likely interpretation of the first prepositional phrase is postmodification, the 
unity of the concept being indicated by the capital C of the cross. However, from the 
structural point of view adverbial interpretation is not ruled out. The second 
prepositional phrase may modify the cross or have the function of locative adverbial 
with equal plausibility. Occasionally the problem is solved in the translation by 
a change in the word order, as is the case here. The reordering of the two 
prepositional phrases is partly justified by the thematic function of the PrepP before 
her. On the other hand, adverbial interpretation of the first PrepP leaves room for 
doubt. 

The 5 adverbials with postmodifiers as counterparts, included in the number of 
divergent instances, are illustrated by exx (13) and (14). 

13. It was, in short, a bargain struck between two obsessions. F, p. 59 
Byla to zknitka dohoda mezi dvema posedlostmi. Z, p. 59 
[Was it in-short bargain between two obssessions] 

In the original the PrepP complements a verb, which is left out in the translation, hence 
the PrepP becomes directly dependent on the noun. 

Similarly in the opposite direction, cf. ex (14) 
14. Rozplakalajsem se stestim. K1, p. 24 

[I-began-cry /auxiliary/ /reflexive particle/ jOYinstrumental] 
I cried tears of joy. HI, p. 14 

2.3 The next correspondence according to the frequency of occurrence concerns 
adverbials rendered as subjects (18 Czech-English instances, and 26 English-Czech). 
In the former direction, this correspondence is the third most frequent, in the latter it 
ranks even higher as the second. In both directions a large majority of all instances 
displays a clearcut pattern illustrated by the examples listed under (15). 

15. a) V tech pauzlkh byla cehi hnlza, kteni ... K2, p. 70 
[In those pauses was all horror which befell ... ] 
Those pauses contained all the horror that ... H2, p. 71 
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b) Z hadic tryskala rozprasovana voda na travnik. K2, p. 77 
[From hosepipes jetted sprinkled water on lawn] 
The sprinklers were spouting jets of water over the lawn. H2, p. 79 

c) Na dvou zidllch sedeli muzove. Kl, p. 16 
[On two chairs sat men] 
Two chairs were occupied by men. HI, p. 6 

Here Czech thematic adverbials in initial position have English counterparts that 
preserve both the initial position and the thematic function, but diverge syntactically in 
being construed as subjects. Czech intransitive verbs are largely replaced by English 
transitive counterparts allowing the subject construction of the Czech adverbial. Ex 
(15) c. illustrates this correspondence with a concomitant change in voice. In general, 
the syntactic divergence results in a sentence structure which also complies with the 
grammatical rules of English word order. Here the role of FSP as the motivating factor 
of the syntactic divergence is self-evident. 

As regards the Czech subject equivalents of English adverbials, again a distinctive 
pattern emerges, which is found in more than two-thirds of the examples. In all these 
instances the English adverbial, mostly a by-agent or quasi-agent, complements 
a passive verb, stands in postverbal position and constitutes the rheme or a component 
of the rheme. The structure is rendered by the active voice in Czech with the adverbial 
reflected in the subject, which preserves both the final position and the rhematic 
function. Compare the examples presented under (16). 

16. a) He found himself greeted only by that lady. F, p. 43 
Uvitala ho pouze tato dama. Z, p. 41 
[greeted him only this lady] 

b) the air was torn by the scream of engines J, p. 10 
vzduch rozdrasalo jeceni motoru N, p. 212 

[air accusative tore screamnominative engines genitive] 
C) the salt tang borne to him on the wind J, p. 14 

slana pfichuf vzduchu, kterou k nemu pfinasel vitr, N, p. 217 

[salt tang airgenitive whichaccusative to him brought windnominative] 
The remaining instances, illustrated by (17) a. and b., present the same pattern 

without a change in voice, i.e. a final or postverbal rhematic adverbial in English vs. an 
intransitive verb followed by rhematic subject at the end. 

17. a) Mrs Poulteney ... realized Sarah's face was streaming with tears. F, p. 54 
Pani Poulteneyova ... spatfila, ze po Safine obliceji tecou proudem slzy. 
Z,p.53 
[on Sarah's face streamed tears] 

b) Such an effect ... sprang from a profound difference between the two 
women. F, p. 54 
Tento dusledek ... pusobil rozdil mezi obema zenami. Z, p. 53 
[This effectaccusative caused differencenominative between both women] 

There were two instances of thematic adverbials, one in final and the other in initial po
sition, which were both reflected in initial thematic subjects in Czech, cf. exx (18) a. and b. 
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18. a) There was nothing new to him in this. J, p. 12 
Ale to pro nej nebylo nic nov6ho. N, p. 214 
[But this for him not-was nothing new] 

b) Here had been contrast indeed. J, p. 21 
Tohle byl veru poradny kontrast. N, p. 223 
[This was indeed great contrast] 

In the English-Czech direction the syntactic divergence cannot be ascribed to FSP. 
In all instances the preservation of the rhematic function of the adverbial, involving 
final position, can be achieved by imitating the syntactic structure of the English 
sentence. Where the FSP function of the English adverbial is thematic, again the 
syntactic function can be preserved, with one constraint on the position: the theme 
cannot stand at the end.6 The largest group of examples, in which the syntactic 
divergence is accompanied by depassivization, is due to the nature of the Czech passive 
and its status in the Czech verb system. Noting only features important from the 
contrastive point of view, the Czech participial passive is much rarer than the English 
passive, besides being marked as formal, while the reflexive passive as a rule does not 
allow the expression of the agent. Some of the other examples, as (17) a., show 
a difference in verbal government (here Czech does not allow the concomitant subject 
construction of the locative element). The changes in (18) a. and b. may be connected 
with the use of the verb byt 'be'. 

2.4 The last group of adverbials whose rendering in the other language is represented 
by a sufficient number of examples to display a distinctive pattern 7 comprises adverbials 
with no separate counterpart as a component of the sentence structure. The adverbials 
are expressed only within the morphosemantic structure of the verb into which they are 
incorporated. This correspondence, rare in the Czech-English direction (5 instances), 
ranks first (29 instances) from English to Czech (see Tables 3 and 4). As was mentioned 
in 2., inclusion of the English adverbial into the meaning of the Czech verb accounts for 
the lower degree of syntactic constancy of adverbials as compared with the subject. The 
notable difference between English and Czech in this respect is to be ascribed to the 
analytic vs. synthetic character of the two languages. 

Identification of instances of this group involved drawing a line between phrasal 
verbs and free combinations of verb + adverb. In this procedure the usual tests were 
employed (semantic criteria and word order tests, cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1152-55). 

The 5 instances of this correspondence from Czech to English show that Czech 
occasionally displays analytic and English synthetic features, cf. ex (19). 

6 In sentences with objective word order in Mathesius' terms (MATHESIUS 1975: 83-84), i.e. unmarked 
sentences free of emotive or emphatic features. 

7 The only other sparsely recurrent correspondences were adverbial> subject complement in the Czech
English direction (5 instances), and adverbial> verb from English to Czech (4 instances, see Tables 3 and 
4). The former correspondence appears to be due to the choice of a more idiomatic rendition, cf. Zacal se 
ke me chovatjako kdysi ddvno (Kl, p. 21) [he-began /reflexive particle/ to me behave like once long-agol 
- He was his old self again (HI, p. 11). An example of the latter is Up this grassland she might be seen 
walking, with frequent turns towards the sea (F, p. 58) - Byvalo ji videt, jakjde po travnatem svahu a casta 
se oldCE smerem k mofi Cl, p. 58) [it-was-usual her see as she-walks on grassy slope and often Ireflexive 
particle/ turns towards to sea]. 
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19. Znovu se ozenil. Kl, p. 13 
[Again !reflexive particle/ he-married] 
He had remarried. HI, p. 3 

20. Zvedl jsem oei vzhUru. K1, p. 16 
[I-raised /auxiliary/ eyes upwards] 
I raised my eyes. HI, p. 7 

In (20) the upward direction is also expressed by the verb in Czech, which alone may 
serve as a counterpart of the English raise. 

The 29 instances of this correspondence from English to Czech are illustrated by 
(21) a., b., c., d. Of these, types b. and c. were found to be the most frequent. 

21. a) the dinghy ... swung slowly round J, p. 10 
lodka ... zvolna se otaeela N, p. 212 
[dinghy ... slowly /reflexive particle/ turned] 

b) ... when his new book comes out. J, p. 30 
... az vyjde jeho nova kniha. N, p. 232 
[ ... when outprefixgoes his new book] 

c) Alice Kerrison ... bounced down from her seat J, p. 19 
Alice Kerrisonova ... seskoeila z kozliku N, p. 221 
[Alice Kerrisonova downprefixjumped from buggy seat] 

d) ... they are always difficult to find. F, p. 44 
... byva velmi obtizne je najit. Z, p. 42 
[ ... it-is-usuallYsuffix very difficult them find] 

Being incorporated in the verb, the adverbial also shares its FSP function. Thus in 
d. it is a constituent of the typical FSP function of the verb, the transition, while in a. 
round, the rheme proper of the English sentence, occurs as a component of the rheme 
proper constituted by the verb se otacela. 

2.5 In the observations on FSP as a factor involved in the different types of 
syntactic non correspondences discussed in 2.1-2.4, the particular syntactic divergence 
has been generally found to accord with the basic distribution of communicative 
dynamism (CD), i.e. the element affected by the divergence appeared in a position 
consistent with its degree of CD. This finding appears to confirm the assumption on 
which the study of interlingual syntactic constancy is based, viz. the subordinate status 
of syntactic structure with respect to the FSP (information) structure. Strictly 
speaking, what is involved in the syntactic divergences under discussion is not the FSP 
as such but the basic distribution of CD, i.e. the order theme - transition - rheme 
(or in the rheme-oriented terms the principle of end focus). However, for conveying 
the same FSP structure neither in the original nor in the translated text is the basic 
distribution of CD necessary. This of course applies primarily to English: here 
instances of thematic elements in final position were noted in exx (2) and (3) (cf. also 
ex (7), which shows this difference in linear arrangement in the opposite English
Czech direction). Another instance of deviation from the basic distribution of CD is 
illustrated by ex (22). 
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22. Napravo od ni se svazoval k hladine bfeh zarostly travou a plevelem. KI, p. 33 
[On-right from it /reflexive particle/ sloped to level (=of water) bank 
overgrown grass instrumental and weedinstrumental] 
To the right of the path a mixture of grass and weeds sloped down to the level 
of the water. HI, p. 22 

Like exx (2) and (3), ex (22) has a contextually bound thematic element at the end 
(cf. the medial position of this element in the Czech original), but unlike these 
examples, in which the rheme occurs in the final (postverbal) position, it has the 
rheme, realized by the subject, in preverbal position. As a result, the basic 
distribution of CD is reversed: rheme - transition - theme. Apart from the 
transition, constituted by the verb, the only element occurring in the position 
consistent with its degree of CD is the initial thematic adverbial, which connects the 
sentence with the preceding text. The configuration rheme - transition - theme 
constitutes one of the forms of the presentation scale (cf. Firbas 1992, pp. 66-68; 
Duiikova 1998). An instance of this form of the presentation scale was also found in 
the English original, cf. ex (23). Its Czech counterpart expectedly displays the basic 
distribution of CD (Th - Tr - Rh). 

23. and dreadful heresies drifted across the poor fellow's brain F, p. 46 
a jeho mozek pocaly pokouset kacifske myslenky Z, p. 44 
[and his brainaccusative began tempt heretic thoughtsnominative] 

Another instance of a different linear arrangement in the two languages is illustrated 
by (24). Here, however, the FSP appears to be changed. The sentence is given with its 
foregoing context (in square brackets) to show the interplay of all the factors 
determining the FSP functions in written language, context dependence, semantic 
structure and linearity. 

24. [Tomas si tehdy neuvedomoval, ze metafory jsou nebezpecna vec. 
S metaforami neni radno si hrat.] Laska se muze narodit z jedne metafory. 
K2, p. 15 
[Love /refIexive particle/ can be-born from one single metaphor.] 
[Tomas did not realize at the time that metaphors are dangerous. Metaphors are 
not to be trifled with.] A single metaphor can give birth to love. H2, p. 10 

As the context shows, metaphor is a context-dependent element, while love, even if 
occurring in the more distant context, is less recoverable and hence more dynamic. 
Nevertheless, the Czech sentence presents it in the theme, the rheme being constituted 
by the final adverbial consisting of a context-dependent noun and a new element, the 
rheme proper, in premodification. In the English translation, the FSP of the sentence 
consistent with unmarked intonation, i.e. with the nucleus (intonation centre) on the 
last element, presents metaphor as the theme and love as the rheme. Whether the 
translator misinterpreted the FSP of the Czech sentence or relied on contrastive stress 
on the subject for the interpretation, the result is infelicitous: in the former case there 
is a different focus, while the latter relies on immediate recoverability of love from the 
preceding context. As shown by the preceding context, however, love is not mentioned 
in the immediately preceding sentences. 
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However, these are rare exceptions. In general, what has been observed as the 
outcome of the syntactic divergence with respect to FSP is the achievement or 
preservation of the basic distribution of CD, which is significant mainly in the 
Czech-English direction. In Czech this is the primary word order principle in 
general. As far as English is concerned, syntactically divergent translation 
counterparts resulting in the basic distribution of CD testify to the universality of 
the principle of end focus and to the subordinate status of syntactic structure. 

3. To conclude by summing up the principal findings of the foregoing 
discussion, the greater mobility of adverbials in English does not appear to dispose 
them to a higher degree of syntactic constancy as compared with syntactic 
constancy of the subject. The causes thereof are to be sought in the divergent 
syntactic counterparts specific to adverbials. In the Czech-English direction it is the 
noun modifier, predominantly the premodifier, in the opposite direction inclusion 
of the adverbial into the morphosemantic structure of the verb. These two types of 
correspondence account respectively, for 23% and 29% of all syntactically 
divergent instances. As counterparts of the subject, these correspondences have not 
been found. 

As regards the role of FSP as a motivating factor of the syntactic divergence, 
three variables were considered: syntactic structure, FSP structure and linear 
arrangement. 

Syntactic structure affected by FSP was found in the Czech-English direction in 
the case of Czech initial thematic adverbials reflected in English initial thematic 
subjects. Without the syntactic divergence the English sentence structure would 
deviate either from the grammatical word order or from the basic distribution of 
CD. As a result of the syntactic divergence it complies with both. In the case of the 
other syntactically divergent English counterparts of Czech adverbials, the 
syntactic divergence affects neither the FSP function of the respective element, nor 
its position, but largely preserves both. In the type of correspondence Czech 
adverbial > English object the divergence consists in different verb valency 
reflected in different verbal government. Similarly Czech adverbials corresponding 
to English premodifiers, mostly found in English verbonominal constructions, 
again display analogous FSP functions and linear arrangement. 

In the English-Czech direction, syntactic divergence serving to achieve basic 
distribution of CD is not needed since FSP is the primary word order principle, and 
sentence elements can be linearly rearranged by mere movement. The ascertained 
correspondences between English adverbials and their Czech nonadverbial 
counterparts partly reflect systemic differences between the two languages, notably 
in the status and employment of the passive, partly derive from the synthetic 
character of Czech as opposed to the analytic character of English, as shown by 
incorporation of the meaning expressed by a separate English adverbial into 
the morphosemantic structure of a Czech verb. Moreover, they reveal minor 
tendencies favouring structures with nonadverbial components which call for 
further research. 
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Syntakticka konstantnost pi'fslovecneho urcenf 
mezi cestinou a anglictinou 

Resume 

Clanek je pi'ispevek k vyzkumu syntakticke konstantnosti mezi jazyky, zamel'enem v pl'edchazejici fazi na 
konstantnost podmetu. Cilem vyzkumu je ovel'it pl'edpoklad 0 nadl'azenosti aktualneclenske struktury nad 
strukturou syntaktickou. V pl'ipade pl'islovecneho urceni nejsou vztahy mezi syntaktickou strukturou, 
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aktualnim clenenim a linearnim l'azenim v anglictille a cestine tak odlisne jako v pi'ipade podmetu, nebof 'I 
pi'islovecne urceni je v anglicke vete do znacne miry pi'emistitellle. Nicmene syntakticka konstantnost 
pi'islovecneho urceni se lIkazala byt nizsl. Pl'icinou nizsi syntakticke konstantnosti pi'islovecneho urcenijsou 
neadverbialni protejsky pro tento vetny clen specificke. Ve smeru z cestiny do anglictiny je to pl'ivlastek, I 
v opacnem smeru zahrnllt! vyznamu pl'islovecneho urceni do morfematickosemanticke struktury slovesa. 
Aktualni cleneni vetne jako faktor motivujici syntaktickou odchylkll se uplatiiuje ve smeru z cestiny do 
angliCtiny v pl'ipade korespondence mezi ceskym tematickym pi'islovecnym urceni v pocatecni pozici 
a anglickym podmetem ve stejne pozici a se stejnou aktualneclenskou fllnkci. Bez syntakticke divergence by 
se slovosled anglicke vety odchyloval bud' od gramatickeho i'azeni, nebo od zakladniho rozlozeni vypovedni 
dynamicnosti. U jinych korespondenci (ceske pi'islovecne urceni > anglicky pl'edmet, ceske pl'islovecne 
urceni > anglicky pi'ivlastek) syntakticka odchylka k zakladnimu rozlozeni vypovedni dynamicnosti 
nepl'ispiva, pouze je zachovava. Ve smeru z anglictiny do cestiny se jako faktory syntakticke divergence 
lIplatiiuji pl'edevsim systemove rozdily mezi obema jazyky a rozdily vyplyvajici z analytickeho charakteru 
anglictiny a syntetickeho charakteru cestiny, 
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